Player's Corner
LESSON

Learn to Deal with It
Practicing resilience separates the

great golfers from the not-so-great
Ones. By Trentwearner
NO SPORT TAKES you, in practice, further away from what is experi-

enced in a real game than golf. Practice in other sports prepares for
different scenarios and situations. Not golf.

The endless pursuit of a mechanically "perfect" golf swing

leads many people away from the elements of the game that will
assist in lowering their score.
Consider this. Most people would love to have a swing like Justin

Rose or Adam Scott. But out of 215 tour pros, they're in the middle of
the pack when it comes to hitting fairways and greens in regulat.Ion.

Even with their perfect swings, they only average 8.5 fairways and

just under 12 greens in regulation between them.
The difference is that they practice the other things-intangibles that truly make up the heart of golf er. How you incorporate these
intangibles

into your practice will

either make or break your ability

to play better golf. Chief among those are tenacity and resiliencetraits that allow a golf er to deal with the misses even the best players
regularly have.

People talk about the importance of getting over bad shots, but
no one practices it, which makes it nearly impossible to have a great

attitude or reaction when one occurs on the course.
But how do you practice tenacity and resilience? Consequences.

FACE THE CONSEQUENCES

ON THE RANGE

AROUND THE GREEN

Say you're working on something with your 7-iron.

lf you flub a chip, where the ball

When you hit a shot that would have missed the

gets onto the green, instead of chipping a
"better" one, grab your putter and go deal

barely

green, instead of raking over another ball and hoping

that something better appears on the next ball,

with it by putting out. Develop the willpower

grab a wedge and hit a pitch shot to a target that is

to dismiss the poor chip and get into your

close to you. This process will help you deal with the

routine on the putt.

consequences of that poor 7-iron by hitting a great
wedge shot. After the wedge shot then go back to
your 7-iron. Repeat this process for any shot on the
range that isn't spectacular.
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